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Now, there is no one in the world, who can get rid of me. No one can match me in strength. Do you know 

what would happen if I put out negative propaganda? This Republic of Korea would be in trouble. Do you 

know who handled the leftist students? At a time that was supposed to be the most chaotic since the 

founding of the Republic of Korea, I swept through the nation, bringing the contents of my meeting with 

Gorbachev. This led the people to say, "Oh, I cannot trust the government. I will have to trust Rev. 

Moon." In this way, I pointed them in the right direction. 

What did I do on that foundation? I proclaimed True Parents. If we came as the True Parents, I had to 

declare the True Parents; otherwise, how could I raise my face before God in the spirit world? If we have 

really come with the mission of the True Parents, I must declare that we are the True Parents before all 

people and the world. Otherwise, how could I lift up my face and go on? Jesus could not proclaim himself 

as the True Parent. That was the problem. If he had, Christianity would not have had to shed blood. Jesus 

himself would have been able to indemnify ten times as much as what Christians were able to restore 

through their shedding of their own blood. But since he was unable to proclaim himself as the True 

Parent, Satan has been in control until a global standard could be revealed. 

The false parent, Kim Il-Sung, has appeared in North Korea, occupying the throne of the satanic true 

parents. This is usurpation and plundering. It is plundering. The communists in North ruined Christianity 

there, but now that I have proclaimed True Parents, Kim Il-Sung will go down. Through this proc-

lamation, I am taking hold of him. It is because such a time is approaching that I am planning to go to 

Pyongyang and hold a rally there. This is not something I will do myself. Does Adam fight with the 

archangel? Adam does not fight with the archangel. Since the archangel fell, I must give him directions. 

Thus I have been giving directions to the Soviet Union, the worldwide archangel, and to China, the Asian-

level archangel. Then, by creating oneness between the archangel and Eve, with Japan in the position of 

Eve, I will bring Kim Il-Sung to submission. I am bringing these people into oneness and then using that 

as a vehicle to move forward. If I can declare the Federation for World Peace in Pyongyang in this way, 

how good that would be! I will call Gorbachev, Jiang Zemin, the Japanese prime minister, President 

Bush, and so forth, to come. There is no one in Korea but me who says such things. Can the president do 

this? What will it take to do this? I have already laid that kind of foundation. 


